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We show how to construct an array of integers 0, . . . , c - 1, on a torus, so that it contains ail 
possibrr; m x n blocks of such integers. The constructed array has size cm x c”‘(“-~) and 
contains the least possible number of elemerrts, c’““, as each distinct m x n block of integers 
0 , . . . , c - I appears exactly onoe. ’ 
For the case c = 2 and m = OL = ?; QYF construction produces an 8 x 64 arrz$-which is a 
quarter the size of the array conjectured to be minimal in [2]. 
De Bruiin-Good cyck sequences 
A &long cyclic sequence of integers 0, . . . ,6 - 1 is Cal+ a de Bruijn-Good 
cyclic sequence if it contains all possible A-long sequences of such integers. A 
sequence of this type is easily obtained from an Eulerian circuit of a graph with 
b”-’ vertices and bk directed edges. See [l] and [4] for more information on de 
Bruijn-Good cyclic sequences, including the number of distinct sequences. 
Constructing a cm X Pen-la amay 
Our constructioc uses two de Bruijn-Good cydic sequences: 
(a) A P-long cyctic sequence of integers 0, . . . , c - 1, containing all possible 
m-long sequences of Wch integers. 
(b) A cm@ -‘)-long cyclic sequence cIP iniegest; 0, . . . 3 c” - 1, contaiaIng all 
possible (n - I)-!ong sequences of such integers. 
The (a)-sequence provides the first column of the array. The (b)-sequence’s jth 
term gives the amouni to cyclically shift column j of the array to obtain column 
j + 1. The final shift of the away’s last column reproduces its first column-but 
cyc!icz!!y shifted by s p!acec J--where s is the sum of all thf: shifts, reduced 
modulo cm. 
The average value nf a shift is $(cm - l), provided n > 1, as each integer 
[I 9**.9 cm - 1 occurs equally often in a non-trivial (b)-sequence. Hence 
S= i(c” - 1)c m(n “‘(mod Cm), 
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and so 
ifcisoddandnX& thens=O; 
if c is even and n > 2, then 8 = 0; 
if c is even and t2 = 2, then s = icm. 
In a case where c is even and y1= 2, we say the torus has a half-twist, as the pth 
element in the last column is required to be adjacent (on the torus) to the qth 
element in the first column, for all p, q which differ by fem. (In the case 
c = m = n = 2, see [2] for a neater solution, not needing any sort of twist.) 
ple: c=2, m =2, n =3. 
Using the de Bruijn-Good cyclic sequences 0011 and 0010203112132233 
produces: 
0000011110111010 
A 4 x 16 (toroidal) array 0001100100101011 
containing all 2 x 3 blocks: 1 1 1 1 LO 0 0 0 10 0 0 10 1 
1110011011010100 
CycIic (upward) shifts: 0010203112132233 
Gur construction generalizes tod-dimensional arrays, using @ de Bruijn-Good 
cyclic sequences, and shifting cyclically in up to d-1 dimensions. E g. it can be 
used to construct a 4 X 4 X 16 array containing all 2 x 2 x 2 cubes of ‘o’s and ‘1’s. 
After the first version of this note had been submitted, Dr C.R.J. Clapham 
kindly sent me [3]. It describes two methods of constructing minimal binary 
arrays (our case c = 2) and exhibits an 8 x 8 array for the case c = m = 2 and 
n = 3 of our example. Generaiizing a method of that paper (to allow c 3 2) leads! 
to our construction method. 
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